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Randy's poetic image stories breathe new life into the human experience, they are user friendly and

freshly unique. 14 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, SPOKEN WORD: With Music Details: Pourings

From the Heart Bonus CD in a 2 CD Set. The First CD is 65 minutes including dialog that ties all the

poems together into a spiritual journey within. The bonus, second CD, is just the poetry with the lyrical

flute melody and bonus poem. Pourings From the Heart is a unique collection of inspirational and healing

words from the heart. Randy shares genuine, open and revealing insights to touch humanity. His creative

expressions shepherd the moment. Create a space for an expanded awareness by opening your heart.

Come dance with understanding while allowing ideas to drift beyond comprehension. Here; the being, not

the meaning, transcends. A Mystic Rap Poet Coleman Barks Randy Dolan is an F-15 fighter pilot turned

third generation commercial airline pilot whose words now take flight with the enchanting dance of lyrical

flute melody. Shenandoahs magical flute genius brings a wondrous mystical presence into this

user-friendly poetic tango. By redefining creative heart-felt expression through language and sound,

Randys image stories breathe new life into the human experience. You are invited to honor your

uniqueness through your own creative imagination. Marvel at the possibilities presented and resonate

with your core. Inner space, the last frontier has been patiently waiting for you to explore! Shenandoah is

a master musician who superbly tunes into the message beyond words and creates a dynamically inviting

sound that lures you into grace. He musically articulates his rendition in a most powerful, yet subtle and

delicate way, creating an interplay that accelerates this magical journey. His vast teaching experience

and tenderness emulates through his notes, sparking spectacular musical images and sweet sound

phrases that really bring this masterpiece to another level. Randy Dolan randydolan@aol.com
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